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WorldCat Discovery Services are now available

31 March 2014

OCLC is pleased to announce that WorldCat Discovery Services are now available, making it possible for library staff and users currently using FirstSearch to move to a richer discovery experience. WorldCat Discovery has been developed and refined based on input and feedback from a 30-member Advisory Group and more than 650 FirstSearch beta test libraries around the world.

WorldCat Discovery Services are the new suite of cloud-based applications that brings the FirstSearch and WorldCat Local services together. The suite enables staff and users to discover more than 1.5 billion electronic, digital and physical resources in libraries around the world through a single search of both WorldCat and a central index that represents nearly 2,000 e-content collections. The new interface is optimized for use across desktops, tablets and mobile devices.

Included for all FirstSearch subscribers

Current FirstSearch subscribers receive access to WorldCat Discovery Services as a part of their existing subscriptions. New libraries can also subscribe to WorldCat Discovery Services. FirstSearch and WorldCat Discovery will operate in parallel during an extended transition period, allowing libraries to choose their transition timing. WorldCat Discovery is available initially to libraries in the United States, Canada, Latin America, Australia and New Zealand. It will be made available to libraries in Asia and Europe, Middle East and Africa in the coming weeks. Access to the current FirstSearch service will end on 31 December 2015.
Discovery

Showcase your collection and put information in the hands of your users

**CONTENT**—Provide materials from the world’s leading libraries and publishers

**ACCESS**—Make your library available, 24/7 through multiple devices

**VISIBILITY**—Be where your users are

---

**The Future of FirstSearch**

*WorldCat® Discovery Services* is the new way to search WorldCat®. It will eventually replace the FirstSearch® and WorldCat® Local services. WorldCat Discovery Services provides access to 1.9 billion electronic, digital and physical resources in libraries around the world through a single search of WorldCat and a central index that represents more than 2,200 e-content collections. It makes library collections visible where people start their research.

The WorldCat Discovery interface is available to all current FirstSearch, WorldCat Local and WorldShare Management Services subscribers as part of existing and renewed subscriptions. Libraries are encouraged to [start their transition](https://www.oclc.org) to WorldCat Discovery now, before access to the FirstSearch interface ends on December 31, 2015.

[Learn more about WorldCat Discovery Services](https://www.oclc.org)
An important message about WorldCat Discovery Services

Based on member feedback, OCLC will extend unlimited access to FirstSearch beyond the previously announced date of December 31, 2015 to a to-be-determined date in late 2016. Access to per-search searching on FirstSearch will end on December 31, 2015.

I want to take this opportunity to introduce myself. I am Mike Showalter, and I recently joined OCLC as the Executive Director of End-User Services at OCLC, where I have product management responsibility for all reference and discovery products, including FirstSearch and WorldCat Discovery.

An important part of my first 30 days on the job was to lead a review of the transition from the OCLC FirstSearch Service to WorldCat Discovery. The team has completed that review, which included critical feedback from many of you about FirstSearch, WorldCat Discovery functionality and the transition plan that was put in place last year. Based on that feedback, OCLC has decided to extend unlimited access to FirstSearch beyond the announced date of December 31, 2015 to a to-be-determined date in late 2016. Per-search access to FirstSearch will end on December 31, 2015 as previously communicated.

When will a new date be announced?

Central to this decision was our desire to add the important features that you identified and give you time to review our solutions in a timeframe that allows you to complete your transition on a schedule appropriate for your library. You will hear a new date once we are satisfied that we have met those goals.

What’s next?

OCLC’s goal is to provide a service that truly meets the needs of your library staff and users. You can continue to send us your suggestions for WorldCat Discovery, as we add features to WorldCat Discovery on a regular basis. The next release of new features to WorldCat Discovery is scheduled for today, July 23.

Information about changes to the service will be distributed through the WORLDCAT-DISCOVERY-L listserv, the OCLC-FIRSTSEARCH-L listserv and the WorldCat Discovery website. The OCLC Community Center is also a wonderful new place where you can share your ideas and vote on WorldCat Discovery enhancement requests to make your voice heard.

I look forward to being part of the OCLC team that helps users connect with your library’s resources as well as the resources in thousands of other libraries around the world.

Mike Showalter joins OCLC in late June 2015 as Executive Director of End-User Services.
Sample E-mail Order Request for Requested Jandek CDs via WorldCat Firstsearch

Please order the following two CDs on C1107. Notify / hold for xxxx Music Dept. (x@princeton.edu). They are both difficult to get, so we have to go with some odd providers (who have reasonable prices).

Thanks,

Darwin

use Puretone Audio

Note to cataloger: timings on OCLC 780174269.

Title: Six and six
Author(s): Jandek, Jandek, ; (Performer)
Publication: Houston, Tex.: Corwood, Year: 1981
Description: 1 sound disc ; digital ; 4 3/4 in.
Standard No: Publisher: 0740; Corwood Contents: Feathered drums -- Point Judith leave -- Can I see your clock -- Wild stream Hilltop serenade -- You're the best on
Rock music.
Accession No: OCLC: 70852424

2. Order from here: http://www.amazon.com/gp/offer-listing/B0009653D6/ref=tmm_acd_used_olp_sr?ie=UTF8&condition=used&qid=1456555667&sr=1-1 -- order from catsmiav (like new used; I don't want to spend the high price for a new CD).

Title: Ready for the house
Author(s): Jandek, (Performer)
Publication: Houston, TX : Corwood, Year: 2000, 1978
Description: 1 sound disc ; digital ; 4 3/4 in.
Standard No: Publisher: 0739; Corwood Other:
82506713920; 0082606713920
Contents: Naked in the afternoon (4:51) -- First you think your fortune's lovely (8:10) -- What can I say, what can I sing (4:51) -- Show me the way, o Lord (4:18) -- Know thy self (2:38) -- They told me about you (4:33) -- Cave in on you (4:26) -- they told me I was a fool (5:08) -- European Jewel (incomplete) (4:56).
SUBJECT(S) Descriptor: Alternative rock music -- Texas -- Houston.
Alternative rock music.
Rock music.
Accession No: OCLC: 49046012
WorldCat Discovery: Advanced Search (Launched UIUC Customized Version)
FirstSearch: Search for Series Dania sonans
1. Madrigaler fra Christian IV's tid /  
   Document: Italian : Musical Score : Printed music : Madrigals  
   Libraries Worldwide: 44  
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...  
   See more details for locating this item

2. Samlede værker for klaver = Collected works for piano /  
   Author: Weyse, C. E. F. 1774-1842; Busk, Gorm. Publication: Copenhagen : Engstrøm & Sædring, 1997  
   Document: No Linguistic Content : Musical Score : Printed music  
   Libraries Worldwide: 37  
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...  
   See more details for locating this item

3. Symfonier /  
   Author: Weyse, C. E. F. 1774-1842; Hatting, Carsten E. Publication: Copenhagen : Engstrøm & Sædring, 1998-  
   Document: No Linguistic Content : Musical Score : Printed music : Symphonies  
   Libraries Worldwide: 36  
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...  
   See more details for locating this item

   Author: Hartmann, Johann Ernst, 1726-1793; Ewald, Johannes; Mulvad, Johannes. Publication: Egtved, Danmark : Edition Egtved, 1980  
   Document: Danish : Musical Score : Printed music : Operas  
   Libraries Worldwide: 27  
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...  
   See more details for locating this item

5. Musik fra Christian Ills tid : udvalgte setser fra det danske hofkapels stemmebøger (1541) /  
   Author: Glahn, Henrik. Publication: København : Egtved, 1978-?  
   Document: Latin : Musical Score : Printed music : Motets  
   Libraries Worldwide: 26  
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...  
   See more details for locating this item

6. Fiskerne : et syngespil i tre handlelinger /  
   Author: Hartmann, Johann Ernst, 1726-1793; Ewald, Johannes; Mulvad, Johannes. Publication: København : Dansk selskab for musikforskning, 1993  
   Document: Danish : Musical Score : Printed music : Operas  
   Libraries Worldwide: 20  
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...  
   See more details for locating this item

7. Værker /  
   Author: Pedersøn, Mogens, approximately 1580-1623; Jeppesen, Knud; Pedersøn, Mogens. Publication: København : Levin & Munksgaard, 1933  
   Document: Danish : Musical Score : Printed music : Multiple forms  
   Libraries Worldwide: 16  
   More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options...
Madrigaler fra Christian IV's tid

Jens Peter Jacobsen

1966-1967

Italian Musical Score: Printed music: Madrigals 1 score (2 volumes): Illustrations: 31 cm.
Denmark: Musikhøjskoles forlag: Egved.

More Like This: Search for versions with same title and author | Advanced options ...
Find Items About: Jacobsen, Jens Peter, (186)

Title: Madrigaler fra Christian IV's tid

Author(s): Jacobsen, Jens Peter,
Publication: Denmark: Musikhøjskoles forlag: Egved,
Year: 1966-1967
Description: 1 score (2 volumes): Illustrations: 31 cm.
Language: Italian; Italian words; pref. and introd. in Danish and English; editorial report in English; includes English translations of words.
Series: Dania sonans: 2-3; Variation: Dania sonans: 2-3.

Standard No: Series ISSN: 0105-9637; National Library: 004433324; 014979813; LCCN: 00-511466


SUBJECT(S)

Descriptor: Madrigals, Italian,

Note(s): For 3-5 mixed voices.

Class Descriptors: LC: M2.3.D4
Responsibility: udgivet af Jens Peter Jacobsen.
More Records: Show record information

Document Type: Score
Entry: 200006008
Update: 20150428
Accession No: OCLC: 44542100
Database: WorldCat
**Madrigal fra Christian IV's tid**

Jens Peter Jacobsen  
1966-1967 Italian Musical Score : Printed music  
: Madrigals 1 score (2 volumes) : illustrations ; 31 cm. Danmark : Musikhøjskolen's forlag : Egtved,

**Availability:**  
Check the catalogs in your library. Libraries worldwide that own item: 44 Connect to the catalog at your library

**External Resources:**  
Cite This Item

**Find Items About:**  
Jacobsen, Jens Peter.186

**Title:**  
Madrigal fra Christian IV's tid /

**Author(s):**  
Jacobsen, Jens Peter.

**Publication:**  
Danmark : Musikhøjskolen's forlag : Egtved,  
Year: 1966-1967

**Description:**  
1 score (2 volumes) : illustrations ; 31 cm.

**Language:**  
Italian; Italian words; pref. and introd. in Danish and English; editorial report in English; includes English translations of words.

**Series:**  
Dania sonans ; 2-3; Variation: Dania sonans ; 2-3.

**Standard No:**  
Series ISBN: 0105–9637 ; National Library: 004433224; 014978913; LCCN: 00-511466

**Contents:**  

**SUBJECTS**

**Descriptor:**  
Madrigals, Italian.  
Madrigals, Italian.

**Note(s):**  
For 3-5 mixed voices.

**Class Descriptors:**  
LC: M2.3.D4

**Responsibility:**  
udgivet af Jens Peter Jacobsen.

**More Records:**  
Show record information

**Document Type:**  
Score

**Entry:**  
200000608

**Update:**  
20150420

**Accession No:**  
OCUL: 44542100

**Database:**  
WorldCat
WorldCat Discovery: Dania sonans Series Search

No sort option here (default = relevancy only)

“Series Phrase” also possible (broken on 2/25, working 2/27/16)
WorldCat Discovery: Dania sonans, 1st Result Screen, Default “Relevance-Only” Order

Sort pulldown menu—must re-sort for most widely held.

Actually, only musical scores.

No total of holding libraries here.

Is this our edition with 44 libraries found as first record in First Search? No: relevancy NOT based on number of holding libraries. This is a Swiss contributed record.
WorldCat Discovery: Dania sonans, 1st Item now Madrigaler ... after Resorting on “Most Widely Held”

This is probably the desired record, but no number of holding libraries to verify.

Only 4–5 records show per screen. Lots of scrolling!
WorldCat Discovery: Dania sonans, after clicking on 1st record (Madrigaler)

- This is a clustered "master" record for 16 "editions" (mostly duplicate records).
- Must open to see data.
- Probably the record we want.
- Who cares?
- Reiteration of search results from previous screen for .
- No OCLC no. showing for this record.
At last, an OCLC record no.!
Our record is over here, but no holding library count or OCLC no. to verify.

Where’s our desired record? This isn’t it.

Held by: 7 Libraries Worldwide
WorldCat Discovery: Dania sonans, Scolling down Madrigaler... List: Record No. 10 Is a Match!

It's a match at no. 10!
Held by: 44 Libraries Worldwide
WorldCat Discovery: Dania sonans, *Madrigaler* … after Clicking on No. 10

OCLC no. now up here.

Let’s try e-mailing record.

Bibliographic description has collapsed. Have to click again. But we have mileage below!

 Totally wasted space.
E-mail provides just the barest minimum of detail. Complete loss of important score information from several fields. But at least we have the OCLC no.!